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The Omuthiya Learner Support Centre was recently inaugurated in the town of Omuthiya in the Oshikoto region. Speaking on behalf of
NAMCOL’s CEO at the occasion attended by regional dignitaries and officials, Director of Marketing, Enterprise Development and ICT, Mr.
Alberts Kulobone said the aim of opening a learner support centre is to turn Namibia into a knowledge based economy.
See page 2

NAMCOL Omuthiya
Learner Support
Centre inaugurated

“It was first the liberation struggle and now we are fighting for economic emancipation, thus
NAMCOL’s mandate is taking education to the people,” he said.
He added that the College works to make it easier to access education by expanding its footprint
nationwide.
The centre was moved from Ondangwa as a way of expanding the services of the College.
“The move was necessitated by the need to take education to the learners especially in the rural
areas,” he added.
He said NAMCOL will also continue to strive toward providing excellent services that speak to
the current world of work and business needs.
Furthermore, Mr. Kulobone said that the centre will offer quality and effective support services
to the residence of the town.
The centre, which will serve 20 students at a time will act as a student support centre and it will
also offer computer courses such as ICDL and CompTIA.
In addition, tertiary students will have access to typing, uploading assignments and internet. On
the other hand, Grade 11 learners will have access to the portal and eLearning. The public will
be able to print, scan, mail documents and make copies as well as print documents at a cost.
Mr. Kulobone concluded by encouraging the town to make use of the centre and take good care
of it so as to be used by the future generation.
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HISTORY
African history

100 000 BC

Humans begin to migrate from
Africa to other parts of the world

8500 BC –
6500 BC

Humans begin to migrate from
Africa to other parts of the world

6000 BC

Agriculture develops in the
Middle East with focus on barley
and wheat. The domestication of
sheep, goats and cattle precede
the agricultural revolution. The
animals started to be used for
meat, milk and transportation
for the people. Later, donkeys
also become domesticated,
later spreading the practice to
southwest Asia.

NAMCOL history
In 1994, the Interim Development
Board was appointed by Minister
Nahas Angula to assist in planning
for the establishment of the College
through an Act of Parliament. The
new structure was to be named the
Namibian College of Open Learning
(NAMCOL) with a remit for both
distance education and face-toface components of the Ministry’s
continuing education programme.

1994

It was then that the Directorate of
Adult and Continuing Education
(within the Ministry of Basic
Education and Culture) was
separated into two directorates:
1. Directorate of Adult and Basic Education (DABE) and
2. Directorate of Adult and Continuing Education.

Source: Southern African History Online
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Poems

NAMIBIAN workers joined the rest of the workers of the world to commemorate May
Day, better known as International Worker’s Day, on May 1, 2022. eNews put together the
following poems in commemoration of workers day.

Always Finish
written by
ut Labour Day is
This poem abo
lains that one
poet and it exp
an anonymous
ks
should do all tas

ication.
with complete ded

e begun,
“If a task is onc
it’s
Never leave it till

done.

at or small,
Be the labour gre
Do it well or not

at all.”

Psalm Of Those Who Go
Forth Before Daylight
“The policeman buys shoes slow and careful; the teamster buys gloves
slow and careful; they take care of their feet and hands; they live on
their feet and hands.

The milkman never argues; he works alone and no one speaks to him;
the city is asleep when he is on the job; he puts a bottle on six hundred
porches and calls it a day’s work; he climbs two hundred wooden
stairways; two horses are company for him; he never argues.

He Did It For
“Toiling,—rejo
icing,—sorrow
ing,

Onward throug
h life

they empty cinders out of their shoes after the day’s work; they ask

he goes;

Each morning
sees some tas
k begin,
Each evening
sees it close;
Something att
empted, someth
ing done,
Has earned a
night’s repose
.

Thanks, thanks
to thee, my wo
rthy

For the lesson
thou hast taught
!

Thus at the flam
ing
Our fortunes mu
st

The rolling-mill men and the sheet-steel men are brothers of cinders;

Me

friend,

forge of life

be wrought;

Thus on its sou
nding anvil sha
ped
Each burning
deed and though
t.”

their wives to fix burnt holes in the knees of their trousers; their necks
and ears are covered with a smut; they scour their necks and ears; they
are brothers of cinders.
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RESEARCH CORNER
The Importance of Collaborative Research
As part of its mandate to promote a research and publication
culture at the College, the RDQA sub-division introduced various
initiatives to contribute to the development of staff members’
research skills and expertise. One such initiative is the research
agenda (2022 - 2026) which outlines research to be conducted
within the stipulated time period whereby Institutional
Collaborative research forms part. It is not always that staff will
be able to conduct research in isolation, no matter how much
they have been capacitated. There will be times when it will be
necessary and beneficial to partner with someone, either from
your institution, or from another institution, in other words, do a

Tutaleni Nampila

collaborative research. But what exactly is collaborative
research?

Collaborative research can be defined as research involving coordination between
researchers, in and across institutions. Partnership or collaboration among
researchers ensures that their knowledge, skills and techniques are made available
to everyone interested. Above all, collaboration is a great learning experience and if
done well, it means less work without compromising on the results. It encourages
creativity because partners debate ideas and it brings distinct expertise to a project.
As a researcher, who do you collaborate with?
You can:
• Collaborate with another researcher within the same or a different department;

•
•

Collaborative with an individual (s) who is/are based at a different institution,
nationally or internationally;
Collaborate based on the experience you have on a particular subject
matter.

Sometimes, collaborations do not get initiated at all. This could be due to
various reasons, including the unwillingness of sharing or working together;
disagreements among the participants on what and when to publish; as well
as discontentment with a slow collaborator. Furthermore, undertaking the
research could be a priority to one researcher but not necessarily a priority to
the collaborative partner. The availability of funds to undertake research could
be another limitation. All these factors and more, eventually lead to less focus
on research. However, with a well-coordinated and managed collaboration
effort/team, all such challenges can be overcome.
In view of the need for a coordinated collaboration, the RDQA sub-division
recently established the Research Collaborative Team with the aim of fostering
a culture of research at the College and increasing the research productivity.
Staff can look forward to some exciting research activities for this year,
including the Research Day. Why not collaborate with someone and share
your experiences with us?

I conclude with a quote by John C. Maxwell that states that “Teamwork makes
the dream work.” Let us therefore embrace collaborative research, share ideas
across disciplines and in the process learn new skills.
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CEO OFFICE HOLDS REGIONAL VISITS

SECTION

The Office of the CEO is holding regional visits in order to communicate the College’s Strategic Plan
to regional staff members and do a few Quality Assurance presentations.

The team undertaking the visits comprise of the Company Secretary/Legal Advisor Mr Jack Eixab, Senior Manager of Strategy, Research and Quality Assurance Ms Justina Nhoni and the
Quality Assurance Officer Ms Lise-Lothe Ngeama.
The visits are expected to end on 31 May 2022.
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HUMAN RESOURCES CONTRIBUTION

WHAT ARE
EMPLOYEE
WELLNESS

PROGRAMMES?
Employee wellness programmes are provided by an employer in order to improve employee health and
also to help individual employees overcome particular health-related problems. The employer can offer
compulsory employee training, staff seminars, or even work with a third-party provider offering a variety
of wellness programs.
eNEWS 20 May 2022
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Benefits of an Employee Wellness programme
Even though the advantages of an employee wellness programme may be hard to see at first glance, employees who
are healthy usually bring a range of benefits to other employees and to the companies they work for. Here are some
of the benefits of an employee wellness programme.
1. More productivity
Employees who eat healthily and exercise
regularly are likely to be more productive
than those who don’t. Poor health behaviours are usually linked to high levels of
unproductivity and ultimately lead to higher
health risks and chronic diseases.

ployees. Many people are strongly influenced by the presence of health offerings and other
benefits when they choose an employer. Wellness plans also play a vital role in employee
retention, by helping to keep the employees loyal.
4. Reduced absenteeism
Workplaces with comprehensive wellness programmes experience less absenteeism, due to
employees being healthier and suffering less stress, leading to cost savings.

2. High employee morale
Wellness programmes make employees 5. Reduced health risks
feel appreciated and valued. Employees Helping employees to adopt healthy behaviours such as eating well, exercising, and avoidare happier when they feel appreciated and ing tobacco, lowers health risks. Low health risks lead to reduced health care costs.
valued by their employers. The offer of well6. Building camaraderie among workers
ness programmes usually leads to more enSome initiatives offer employees the chance to experience other activities unrelated to
thusiastic employees at work.
work, such as participating in a sports team, going to the gym, or eating lunch together. The
interaction of co-workers facilitates bonding that helps teams work better together.
3. Improve recruitment and retention of
employees

Good wellness programmes will help companies to hire, as well as retain, the best em-

Source: https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com
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Farewell Mrs Nekwaya
Mrs Anna Nekwaya who celebrated
her 60th birthday on the 04th April
2022, retired from the College on
the 30th April 2022. She served the
College for 9 years since 2014. Enjoy
your retirement!

Mr. Rolens Da-Silva recently joined
the College as a Distance Education
Coordinator: Northern Region effective from 11 May 2022.

Ms. Justina Kavale was also promoted to the position of Manager: Tertiary
Programs Development effective 01
May 2022.

HUMAN
RESOURCES
CONTRIBUTION

Corner
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ONGWEDIVA TOWN COUNCIL
HOST FIRE TRAINING

The NAMCOL Human Resource Division

She added that they are planning on having

in conjunction with the Ongwediva Town

the second phase, which will train the students

Council hosted a fire fighting training and

that are on campus (PETE & TVET) and the

drill at the NAMCOL Ongwediva Office on 17

third phase which will be the overall fire drill

May 2022.

and evacuation of the entire campus.Shivute

According to NAMCOL’s Human Resource

follow suite.

concluded by saying other trainings are to

Officer, Valentina Shivute, the training was a
success.
“The first phase of the basic fire-fighting and fire
drill which was the training of the staff members
and the fire drill took place successfully as
planned,” she said.

Corner

HUMAN
RESOURCES
CONTRIBUTION
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NAMCOL PARTICIPATE IN
ERONGO CAREER FAIR
NAMCOL took part in the Erongo Career Fair

Industrial Relations and Employment Creation,

2022 which took place from 10-13 May.

National Youth Council and the Ministry of
Sport, Youth and National Services.

The Career Fair was hosted for schools by the
Erongo Regional Directorate of Education, Arts

The career fair took place face-to-face for the

and Culture.

first time in more than 2 years.

An exhibition was hosted at the Multi-Purpose
Centre in Mondesa, Swakopmund, where Grade
11 and 12 learners from various schools from
across the region attended the exhibition.
The opportunity offered NAMCOL a chance
to access this important group of near-future
students and introduce study programmes like
TP, TVET, and SE to these potential students.
The

exhibition

was

supported

by

the

Swakopmund Municipality, Namibian Uranium
Association (NUA), COSDEC, Ministry of Labour,
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ACHIEVES DIVISION UNDERWAY WITH

“MIGRATION EXERCISE”
The Records & Archiving division recently embarked on an Electronic

Document and Record Management System (EDRMS) Implementation
activity.

According to the Records & Archive Officer, Robert Ngololo, the

purpose of this exercise is to migrate data from one system to the
other.

“Data is to be migrated from U-drive to the EDRMS,” he said.

Ngololo further said that the U-drive is not structured while the EDRMS
is structured and makes it easier to find records.

However, there are challenges with the migration exercise so far.

“Colleagues find it difficult to migrate stating that the process is too much
work, but a few colleagues are done and migrated,” he added.

In order to assist, the Unit held 3 CPD sessions but yet to no avail.

He said CMD and Finance are the only Departments which requested for
more time to re-evaluate the exercise because according to them, it does
not relate to their functions and entails a lot of work.

The migration exercise is in accordance with the new file plan approved
by the National Achieves of Namibia.
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1.
Where exactly did the TP orientation take place?
And when? Orientation takes places in Windhoek, Ongwediva,
Rundu and Katima normally in February/March for semester 1
& 3 and July for semester 2.
2.
Did the students attend in numbers? Yes the
attendance is most of the time good especially for the bigger
programmes: CECD and DECPPE.

TP WORKSHOPS TAKE PLACE
A number of tertiary students attended orientation workshops
across the country. eNews interviewed the Admissions and
Certification Manager Mr. Nahum Namukwambi on few issues
regarding the workshops.

3.
What are the challenges you are faced with? The
biggest challenge is inadequate facilities especially in Windhoek
and Katima. For Windhoek, the limited facilities are shared with
secondary education and at times scheduling and booking is a
problem.
4.
Anything you wish to share with fellow staff
members regarding orientation? Orientation is a platform
where students meet their coordinators, tutors and fellow
students. It also provide them with an opportunity to get to
know the operations of the College and network with their
fellow students. During workshops students are provided
with information about their studies, fees and all necessary
information regarding their studies at the College. Workshops
also serves as tutorial sessions to provide the much needed
student support.
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NAMCOL PRIZE

GIVING CEREMONY
FOR THE 2021 NATIONAL
NSSCO/H EXAMINATIONS

Preparations for the annual price giving ceremony is underway.
One of the organisers, Mr. Freddy Kaukungua
said the occasion is scheduled for 20 May 2022.
“Preparations are ongoing. Several preparatory
meetings took place but the final date was only
confirmed recently,” he said.
Mr Kaukungua further mentioned that this
year’s occasion will be different in nature.
“Last year, due to the Corona pandemic,
the number of people who attend the Prize
Giving was reduced, thus the categories, were
reduced. However, the prizemoney to the
learners were increased,” he explained.

According to him, less companies are prepared
to make financial contributions to the prize
giving due to the economic situation in the
country.
However, the long term sponsors such as
Bank Windhoek which has been the biggest
sponsor for many years is still on board while
the Retirement Fund Solutions (RFS) have also
maintained their sponsorships over the years.
Currently the sponsors have pledged and paid
N$50 000 towards the prize giving, including
some staff members.

NAMCOL, BUKU sign agreement
NEW
CURRICU
LUM

The Namibia College of
Open Learning (NAMCOL)
and a digital publishing
company called BUKU,
signed an agreement to
allow NAMCOL books
to be accessed online
via an app. With BUKU
you have access to your
study books anytime,
anywhere. The agreement
is applicable for 2 years.
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OPUWO ANNUAL TRADE
FAIR 2022 A SUCCESS
The Opuwo Town Council hosted its ninth
edition of the annual trade fair at the town
from 25-30 April 2022, that was attended by
various local exhibitors that travelled from
across the length and breadth of Namibia,
amongst them was “the People’s College”
NAMCOL.
The fair was held under the theme “Unlocking
Trade Investment Opportunities Towards a
shared economic vision amidst Covid-19
pandemic.” Some of the exhibitors and visitors
expressed their satisfaction and views on this
year’s trade fair and feels that it’s a success
after about two years of muteness as there
is an improvement on the way things have
been organised. There was a quite significant
number of people who visited the exhibitors in
query of information or buying goods.
NAMCOL sold books, shared information

on our courses and offerings as well as held
competitions through which learners won
goodies. Furthermore, officials also presented
the institution to learners and opened up a
question and answer session.
Amongst those who performed the Saturday
night was the South African duo Soul Brothers
who came all the way to entertain their
Namibian fans.
Opuwo is the regional capital of Kunene
Region, which is strategically located and
naturally endowed with tourist attraction like
the breath-taking Orokave/Baynes Mountain
and the famous Epupa Waterfalls, among
others.
All these tourist attractions makes Opuwo
to be the administrative economic, political,
social, traditional and even spiritual centre of
Kunene.
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TOP
TEN
Greatest Sportsmen of All Time
SECTION

This is a list of the greatest sportsmen which begs the question, what makes them great. For the purpose of this list, a
great sportsmen is defined as possessing a variety of attributes that contribute to sports prowess. These include speed,
quickness, endurance, and power and hand-eye coordination. Here is a list of those good athletes.

1.

Michael Jordan

3.

Wayne Gretzky

5.

Michael Phelps

7.

Jim Thorpe

9.

Pelé

2.

Muhammad Ali

4.

Usain Bolt

6.

Babe Ruth

8.

Bo Jackson

10.

Roger Federer
eNEWS 20 May 2022
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eNEWS CLASSIFIEDS
56TH DISTANCE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA (DEASA) CONFERENCE

Call for Abstracts

Staff members are encouraged to make use
of this classified section to send information.
Contact kaukungua@namcol.edu.na

How to access

study material available online

SE

The Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture (MoEAC) and NAMCOIL joined hands in the development of eLearning content for
Grades 8-11, accessible on digital platforms such as NotesMaster Namibia. NotesMater is an Open Educational Resource (OER),

Conference Theme: Harnessing Open, Distance and eLearning (ODeL) in a Post-Pandemic Educational Environment
Date:

02 – 04 November 2022

Venue: Namibia University of Science and Technology (NUST), Windhoek, Namibia

Abstracts are invited for the sub-themes herein described.
1.

Internet of Things (IoT) in ODeL
Role of Internet of Things technologies in teaching and learning in ODeL contexts Digital Learning Design: International Experience & Trends in
ODeL Exploring the shift from instructional design to learning design using digital learning environments

2.

Inclusive Lifelong Learning Opportunities for Sustainable Development in ODeL
How ODeL can support and enhance lifelong learning opportunities that are inclusive of previously excluded members of societies or marginalised
learners

3.

Promotion of Quality Assurance and Enhancement in ODeL.
Practices, methods and theories of quality assurance and enhancement in open, distance and eLearning contexts in pandemic and post-pandemic
digital learning contexts

4.

Applying Learning Analytics to Enhance Learning Design in ODeL
Role of data and learning analytics to inform, guide, monitor and evaluate learning design interventions and practices in ODeL Digital Assessment
Practices for Self-Directed Learning in Online and Blended Learning Contexts How digital assessment methods can be used to foster self-directed
learning in blended and online learning settings

5.

Open Practices for Supporting Rapid Online Learning Transitioning
How Open Education Practices and open educational resources (learning resources, learning design resources, policy resources) can support
repaid transition to online and blended learning

6.

Innovations in Teaching Practice in an ODeL environment
New approaches, pedagogies and research-informed practices suited to teaching in ODeL contexts in times of pandemic and beyond

7.

The blurring boundaries between Distance and Face-to-Face education.
A critical appraisal of the melting boundaries between traditional classroom/ lecture-hall teaching and distance/ online learning

8.

Synchronous and Asynchronous ODeL strategies for enhancing learning
Tensions and opportunities offered by both synchronous and asynchronous teaching, and the pedagogical value provided by each

How to access OER on the Notesmaster platform.
Open your web browser (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge, etc.)
STEP 1: Enter the following URL: https://notesmaster.com or www.notesmaster.com
STEP 2: Click on Get Started button
STEP 3: On the Get Started page, click on Students
STEP 4: Registration page open. Enter your name and surname and click next.
Follow the instructions for setting your password. Your account is set up.

Once your account is set up, it opens in the Classes Area.

STEP 1: To join a MoEAC Subject Open Class, click find classes.
STEP 2: In the keyword search box, type in MoEAC.
STEP 3: Narrow down your search by completing the form on the left- hand side.
A. Click on the drop-down button next to Region and click on Namibia
B. Select your Grade level, for example, Grade 8-9
C. Next select your subject
D. Click on the Search Again button
STEP 4: MoEAC-NAMCOL Classes will be Open Classes, so once you click on the Subject class
block you will become a member of the class.
STEP 5: Click on the Notes button to see your Grade Subject Syllabus. You need to click once on the
Theme level to show the Topics. Then once on the Topics to see the Objectives. You click on
the Objective bar to see the lessons notes. The 0 on the left shows you how many lessons
are available.
NAMCOL digital OER are released under a CC-BY Share Alike license, a Creative Commons license which

IMPORTANT DATES

Visit our website
www.moe.gov.na

NAMCOL
Visit our website
www.namcol.edu.na

gives permission for anyone to use, reuse, remix and redistribute the content under the same license.

KEY DATES

ACTIVITY

16 May 022

First Call for Abstracts

30 May 2022

Second Call for Abstarcts

13 June 2022

Deadline for submissions of abstracts

25 July 2022

Notification of acceptance

30 September 2022

Submission of full papers

02-04 November 2022

DEASA Conference

Visit our website
www.notesmaster.com

TAKING EDUCATION TO THE PEOPLE

The Marketing Unit practises an open door

Submission Guidelines

Style

available to be used by learners, tutors and any member of the public at no cost.

policy. Staff members with pretty awesome

Abstracts must be between 200 and 250 words, and shall include the following author(s) particulars:
Title
Sub-Theme
Name/s of Author/s
Institution Affiliation
e-mail Address

ideas/suggestions and articles for the
eNews can contact any of the Marketing

Typeface: Times New Roman
Font size: 12
Spacing: 1.5

team members.

Abstracts and papers should be submitted through the online registration form:
https://forms.gle/8WBUshibNRAeKujp9
Conference queries should be directed to:
The Chairperson: DEASA Local Organising Committee

Tel:

+264612064906

Registration Fees:

Email:

deasanamibia2022@gmail.com

WhatsApp:

+264852064906

DEASA Members

US$250

(N$3600.00/ R3600.00)

Non-DEASA Members

US$300

(N$4000.00/R4000.00)

Students

US$10

(N$160.00/R160.00)

Registration link: https://forms.gle/8WBUshibNRAeKujp9

TILL THE NEXT READ
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